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Chapter 6  Collaboration Projects

The Solid Earth Simulation Group of the Earth Simulator Center (SESG/ESC) is in collaboration with Department of

Geology and Geophysics, University of Minnesota (DGG/UMN) on analysis and visualization of large-scale simulation data of

mantle convection. Our analysis revealed possible impacts of the post-perovskite phase transition on the dynamics in the Earth's

lower mantle. Through the collaborative works, we also demonstrated that the ACuTEMan, a simulation code developed by

SESG/ESC, shows an excellent performance on scalar architectures as well as on vector architectures like the Earth Simulator.
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1. Large-Scale Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulation
of Mantle Convection with post-perovskite phase
transition
The Solid Earth Simulation Group of the Earth Simulator

Center (SESG/ESC) is conducting numerical simulations of

mantle convection in a three-dimensional rectangular

domain, as a part of their own research project "Development

of Advanced Simulation Tools for Solid Earth Sciences".

Among them, the studies of mantle convection with newly-

discovered post-perovskite (PPv) phase transition is chosen

as a topic of the collaboration with Department of Geology

and Geophysics, University of Minnesota (DGG/UMN).

Here we performed time-dependent simulations of convec-

tion in a box of 3000 km height and aspect ratio of 6 × 6 × 1,

using up to 512 × 512 × 128 mesh divisions. The details 

of numerical simulations can be found elsewhere [1, 2]. 

Our analysis in FY2004 and FY2005 demonstrated that

under certain conditions a strong latent heat exchange during

the PPv phase transition can exert a significant impact on

convective flow patterns and thermal state in the lowermost

Fig. 1  Snapshots of convective flow patterns and distributions of post-perovskite (PPv) phase obtained for the cases 

(a) where the temperature at the bottom surface TCMB is lower than that of the PPv transition TPPv there and 

(b) where TCMB > TPPv. Indicated by opaque surfaces are the isosurfaces of the lateral thermal anomalies 

δT ≡ T – <T>, where <T> is the horizontal average of temperature at each depth. Bounded by yellow surfaces

are the hot thermal anomalies with δT > 75K, while by green surfaces are the cold anomalies with δT < –125K.

The transparent red surfaces are the isosurfaces of the phase function Γ = 0.5 for the PPv phase transition, indi-

cating that the PPv and perovskite phases are in equilibrium. In the figure the isosurfaces of δT are not shown

in the thermal boundary layer along the top surface.
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mantle [1] (see Fig. 1). In FY2006, we studied the possible

influences of the PPv transition on the origin and formation

of "superplumes" observed in the lower mantle of the Earth

[2] (see Fig. 2). 

2. Transportation and Analysis of Simulation Data
This collaborative research requires an exchange of a

large amount of data between SESG/ESC and DGG/UMN.

Mantle convection simulations contain, in general, at least

four fundamental variables, namely temperature field and

three components of velocity vectors. In the model problems

employed here (512 × 512 × 128 mesh divisions), each file

containing snapshot data of one variable is as big as about

130 MB when storing in single precisions. In addition,

detailed analysis of the simulated results needs data of sever-

al tens or even a hundred snapshots. Taken together, we

need to handle several hundred GB of data through the col-

laboration. Such a large amount of data transfer has rarely

been attempted in the field of solid earth sciences. 

In this collaborative works, we employed a "primitive"

manner of data transportations. The simulation data are put

in hard drives, which are transported between SESG/ESC

and DGG/UMN. For the safety of these drives, the hard

drives are brought together when either side of researchers

visits the other. Since FY2004, SESG/ESC has transported

the simulation data of more than 1 TB (corresponding to

about 1500 snapshots) to DGG/UMN. The simulation data is

analyzed and/or visualized by both sides of this collabora-

tion. Some of the produced images are exchanged and

shared with the two parties. 

3. Training in Large-Scale Computing at DGG/UMN
In FY2006, a source code of "ACuTEMan", a simulation

program of mantle convection in three-dimensional rectan-

gular domains developed by SESG/ESC [3, 4], was given to

DGG/UMN at their request. The ACuTEMan code was used

for the training of graduate students and/or young

researchers at DGG/UMN in large-scale parallel computing.

Through their computing experiences, the ACuTEMan was

proved to show an excellent performance on scalar architec-

tures, including IBM BlueGene/L and SGI Altix, as well as

on vector architectures like the Earth Simulator. 
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Fig. 2  Snapshots of convective flow patterns for four different elapsed times indicated in the figure. Plotted are the iso-

surfaces of the nondimensional temperature T = 0.7. In this calculation, the depth-dependence of thermal expan-

sivity is assumed, in order to mimic the effects of adiabatic compression.
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